I am a contributor to a major, multi-authored publication and I recommend that the library purchase this new volume for its collection.
The Oxford Handbook of Multicultural Identity
Edited by Veronica Benet-Martinez and Ying-Yi Hong
From The Oxford Library of Psychology
July 2014 | 560 pages | 9780199796694 | $175.00 / $140.00
Thank you for your consideration. I believe that he Oxford Handbook of Multicultural Identity will greatly enhance our existing collection for the following reasons:
• Reviews relevant research on multiculturalism from diverse traditions within psychology, including social, personality, developmental, acculturation, educational, and political psychology.
• Reviews relevant multiculturalism research from business disciplines including organizational psychology and behavior and marketing.
• Represents the cutting-edge work of top scholars doing work on the psychological underpinning of multiculturalism. 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS Simple ways to help promote your title
To ensure that The Oxford Handbook of Multicultural Identity receives the widest attention possible within the academic community, here are some ways in which you, as an Oxford contributor, will be able to support us in spreading the word amongst your colleagues and contacts.
E-MAIL/ONLINE
• We've created a custom promotional PDF flyer for your title. You will be able to e-mail this to your friends, family, colleagues, relevant organizations, and online discussion forums and blogs, and distribute at appropriate meetings and conferences.
• Include OUP's online catalog link for your title, or a clickable thumbnail of the book jacket on your e-mail signature (jacket images available upon request): OUP recently published my work in The Oxford Handbook of Multicultural Identity. For more information, visit:
http://global.oup.com/academic/product/the-oxford-handbook-of-multicultural-identity-9780199796694
• If your school has an intranet, we will supply you with the book blurb, jacket art, and order form for you to post.
CONFERENCES
• Are you planning to speak at any events or meetings in the near future? If so, let us know and we will provide the appropriate promotional materials.
UNIVERSITY/ORGANIZATION
• Your university is a great resource to help you spread the word about your publication. If you provide us with the contact details for your press office or public relations department, we'll be happy to discuss additional promotion possibilities with them.
• Does your university's library currently carry your publication? If not, submit the enclosed library referral form to your librarian or library acquisitions committee.
• Does your alumni publication feature the published works of alums? If so, please provide us with the publication's editorial contact information, and we will reach out to them.
FRIENDS AND FAMILY
• Would you like your friends, family, and colleagues to have an opportunity to purchase your publication at a special price? Send your contacts a copy of the enclosed flyer along with the following message (e-mail or letter):
Hello, Oxford University Press recently published my work in The Oxford Handbook of Multicultural Identity. It is a comprehensive and timely reference, and I believe it will be a valuable addition to your collection. Oxford has generously arranged to make The Oxford Handbook of Multicultural Identity available to "friends and family" of the work at a special price for a limited time.
Oxford offers you the opportunity to receive a discount if you purchase the work within the next twelve months.
You will receive more than 20% off the list price of $175.00! For more information or to take advantage of this exclusive discount, please visit http://www.oup.com/us and type promotion code: 32902 in the top right corner of the screen.
All best regards, Your name
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For more details, please contact: Ryan.Cury@oup.com * For editorial inquiries, please contact: Abby.Gross@oup.com
